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Eliminating All Redundant Actions from Plans Using SAT and MaxSAT
What is Planning?

Example: delivering 2 packages to Las Vegas

World states are described as values of state variables.
● Actions change the state of the world by changing the values of
state variables by their effects
● Actions also have preconditions and are applicable only when
their preconditions hold in the given state.
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Objective: given a set a of actions, an intial world state and the
description of a goal state find a valid sequence of actions (a plan),
that transforms the world from the initial state to a goal state.

State Variables and their domains:
● Truck location T, dom(T) = {LA, SF, LV}
● Package locations P and Q
dom(P) = dom(Q) = {LA, SF, LV, Tr}

Redundant Actions and Plans

Initial State: T=LA, P=LA, Q=SF
Goal State: P=LV, Q=LV

Actions that can be removed from a plan without violating its validity
are called redundant actions (useless actions).
● Determining whether a plan is redundant, i.e., contains at least one
redundant action is NP – complete.
● A plan containing no redundant actions is a Perfectly Justified Plan.
●
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Actions:
● move(x,y)=[prec: {T=x}, eff: {T=y}]
● loadP(x)=[prec: {T=x, P=x}, eff: {P=Tr}]
● loadQ(x)=[prec: {T=x, Q=x}, eff: {Q=Tr}]
● dropP(x)=[prec: {T=x, P=Tr}, eff: {P=x}]
● dropQ(x)=[prec: {T=x, Q=Tr}, eff: {Q=x}]
Where x,y are LA, SF, and LV

Optimal Plan: loadP(LA), move(LA,SF), loadQ(SF), move(SF,LV), dropP(LV), dropQ(LV)

Some Redundant Plans
P1: loadP(LA), move(LA,SF), loadQ(SF), move(SF,LV), dropP(LV), dropQ(LV), move(LV,LA)

Removing Redundant Actions

The first three move actions together are redundant.
If we remove them we obtain an optimal plan.

Prior to this work only incomplete polynomial heuristic algorithms
● Action Elimination (Nakhost, and Müller, 2010)
● Removing pairs and groups of inverse actions (Chrpa, McCluskey,
Osborne, 2012)
● Neither guarantees removing all redundant actions
● The process of removing redundant action is not confluent, i.e., the
result depends on the order in which we eliminate redundant actions
● Achieving perfect justification does not mean, that no better result
can be obtained (by eliminating different redundant actions)
●

move(LV,LA) is redundant, the goal
conditions are already satisfied

P2: move(LA,LV), move(LV,SF), move(SF,LA), loadP(LA), move(LA,SF), loadQ(SF),
move(SF,LV), dropP(LV), dropQ(LV)
We can remove either move(LA,LV) + move(LV,LA) or
move(LV,LA) + move(LA,SF) + move(SF,LV) to obtain a
perfectly justified plan. An optimal plan cannot be obtained.

P3: loadP(LA), move(LA, LV), move(LV,LA), move(LA,SF), move(SF,LV), dropP(LV),
move(LV,SF), loadQ(SF), move(SF, LV), dropQ(LV)

Our Approach: Encode Plan Redundancy into SAT
We construct a CNF formula for a problem and plan
The formula contains Boolean variables a i representing whether
thei-th action of the original plan is required for a reduced plan.
● Each satisfying assignment of the formula represents a valid
reduced plan for the given plan and planning problem.
● Using the truth values of a we can determine which actions are
i
redundant.
●

Using the encoding to eliminate redundancy
By adding a clause (¬a1∨...∨¬a n) to the previous formula we obtain a formula that is
satisfiable if and only if the input plan is redundant for the given problem.
● Using this encoding iteratively we can indetify and remove all redundant actions from a plan.
● A more efficient incremental SAT based implementation of the algorithm is also possible.
● To eliminate the maximum number of redundant actions we can use partial MaxSAT solving
● A partial MaxSAT solver satisfies all hard clauses and as many soft clauses as possible
● We use our CNF formula as hard clauses and (¬a ) as soft clauses (for each action)
i
●

Experiments
We examined our methods on plans obtained by state-of-the-art satisficing planners (Fast
Downward and Madagascar) for problems from the International Planning Competition (IPC
2011) domains (20 problems each).
● We used Sat4j for SAT solving and QmaxSAT for partial MaxSAT solving
● The experiments were run on a PC with Intel i7 960 cpu @3.20 Ghz and 24 GB of memory
●

Conclusion
Plans obtained by satisficing planners on IPC domains often contain a lot of redundant actions
● Our new methods can remove more redundant actions than the previous approach
● Despite the NP – completeness of the problem of removing all redundant actions, all the
redundant actions (even the maximum sets of redundant actions) can be eliminated very quickly.
● Thanks to the excellent performance of state-of-the-art SAT and MaxSAT solvers our SAT
encoding based algorithms have very low runtimes.
●
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